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Introduction

“

There is a much
neglected orphan in the
western scholarly
backyard: the evolution
of China’s intelligence
and security services
and the role they played
in enabling the Chinese
Communist Party (CCP)
to win and secure
national power in the
20th century.

”

During the past three decades, great
progress has been made in mapping
and exploring the role of intelligence
in international statecraft and war.
The contribution of security services
to the maintenance of state power has
also attracted a great deal of productive scholarly attention.
As far as western intelligence and
security services are concerned, the
scale of the “missing dimension”
identified by Christopher Andrew
and David Dilks in 1984 has shrunk
significantly. 1 Benefiting from various “open government” and freedom of information initiatives in the
1980s and 1990s, professional historians have produced a plethora of
studies about individual agencies
and their senior personnel, specific
operations, and the interface
between intelligence and states in
times of war and peace.
Traditional official reticence or
silence about past operations has
been replaced by the production of
official and authorized histories; in
several countries, former intelligence officers are free to publish
memoirs provided they do not prejudice current intelligence sources
and methods. 2
The collapse of communism in
Eastern Europe has spawned an
upsurge in studies of the security

agencies that once underpinned dictatorship, while a selective opening
of intelligence archives in the former Soviet Union has led to the production of official and semiofficial
studies of past KGB and GRU operations by Russian writers, as well as
high-grade analyses by foreign historians of the use of intelligence and
counterintelligence in the USSR’s
war against Nazi Germany. 3
Where once undergraduate and
postgraduate courses in intelligence
history were rare on the university
campus and their reading lists were
short, there is now no shortage of
courses or material on which to base
teaching and research.
Despite these advances, there is a
much neglected orphan in the western scholarly backyard: the evolution of China’s intelligence and
security services and the role they
played in enabling the Chinese
Communist Party (CCP) to win and
secure national power in the 20th
century. Though there is no shortage of publications focusing on the
current threat China’s intelligence
services present to western interests, non-Chinese studies of the history of those services and its
reflection in current operational
norms and practice are rare indeed.
The very few that do exist were
written mainly by journalists 20 to
30 years ago and have been criti-
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A largely unnoticed relaxation has provided a rich data stream
for scholars seeking to develop insights into the CCP’s pre1949 intelligence wars and intelligence operations it directed
against perceived internal and external enemies.
cized for their defective methodologies and uncritical reliance on a
handful of seemingly sensational but
deeply flawed sources emanating
from both sides of the Taiwan
Strait. 4 This is hardly surprising
given the enduring power of the near
total blackout on public discussion
of intelligence issues that the CCP
imposed after the establishment of
the People’s Republic of China
(PRC) in 1949; an adequate platform for western scholarly studies of
Chinese intelligence history simply
did not exist.
However, just as more relaxed official attitudes towards intelligence
research and publication have fueled
the growth in historical studies of
western services, and as China has
pursued a path of radical economic
“reform and opening up” over the
past three decades, a parallel but
largely unnoticed relaxation has provided a rich data stream for scholars
seeking to develop insights into the
CCP’s pre-1949 intelligence wars
and the subsequent intelligence
operations it directed against perceived internal and external enemies. Based on interviews with PRC
intelligence historians and veterans,
as well as documentary research,
this article’s aim is to account for the
underdevelopment of public intelligence history in China during and
immediately beyond the Mao
Zedong era, to examine the reasons
for the relaxation that began in the
1980s, and to introduce the types of
intelligence history now being produced, as well as the constraints that
affect their use as a scholarly
resource.
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From “Liberation” to Destruction
Within weeks of the establishment
of the PRC in October 1949, the
CCP Politburo formally approved a
Central Committee Resolution on
Intelligence Work, which stated that
intelligence had played a major role
in the Party’s achievement of
national victory in its extended war
with the Kuomintang. 5 However,
just as the secrets of ULTRA and the
Double-Cross Operation in World
War II remained highly classified in
the United Kingdom until the 1970s,
the successes of the CCP’s wartime
intelligence operations were withheld from public view and the scrutiny of historians in China.
Nowhere was there scholarly discussion of the role of intelligence in
preserving the CCP from near extinction in the late 1920s and early 1930s;
the major contribution intelligence
made to the Red Army’s successful
breakout from the Jiangxi Soviet that
began the Long March in 1934; the
acquisition of predictive intelligence
in 1941 about Nazi Germany’s invasion of the USSR and Japan’s thrust
into the Pacific; the paranoid counterespionage campaign in communist
base areas in 1943 for which CCP
Chairman Mao Zedong was later
obliged to apologize before his peers;
or the comprehensive intelligence
penetration of the Kuomintang’s
political and military establishment
between 1945 and 1949.
The Chinese press of the early
1950s did carry countless emotive
reports about the neutralization of
dastardly espionage and subversion

plots by the CIA, SIS, and others,
but there was no public discussion of
the resource constraints under which
the Chinese intelligence services
labored when setting operational priorities during and beyond the
Korean War. Nor was there any
overt indication of a protracted and
divisive debate within the Chinese
intelligence community about optimum counterintelligence strategy
and tactics to be employed against
the CCP’s old and new enemies.
In this, the behavior of Chinese policymakers was no different from that
of their western counterparts. The
judgment of the leaders of the intelligence services and their political masters was that secrecy was an absolute
value and that there should be no disclosures about past operations lest
they prejudice wartime sources and
methods—which were still valued
and in play—or the commitment of
those fighting on the “hidden front” to
defend the new regime. Equally, open
discussion of security and intelligence dilemmas was considered likely
only to provide comfort to China’s
perceived enemies.
Thus although intelligence chief Li
Kenong encouraged the gathering of
archival material and preparation of
intelligence case histories in the
1950s, such material was for inhouse use only. 6 In society at large,
trained and politically correct historians were in short supply, their primary duty being to compile
macrohistories of the Chinese revolution for use in universities,
schools, work units, and CCP
branches as part of a nationwide
political resocialization program.
The aim of such history was less to
establish and explore facts than to
inculcate and reinforce loyalty to the
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CCP by presenting an idealized past
dominated by the infallible wisdom
of Mao, the heroic role of the Red
Army and “the masses” in the Chinese revolution, and the sagacious
leadership of the CCP throughout
the civil and Sino-Japanese wars. 7
Provision of detailed public intelligence history was not a priority.
Concepts of necessary secrecy and
the need to concentrate scarce scholarly resources on “big picture” history aside, a further reason for the
nondevelopment of public intelligence history was the willful distortion of China’s intelligence past by
the Chinese communist purge process. This tendency first emerged
during cadre screening and counterespionage campaigns, launched by
the CCP in 1943 to neutralize hostile spies within the Party and the
base areas it controlled. During the
campaigns, virtually every cadre
who had operated underground in
Kuomintang- or Japanese-held areas
became vulnerable to suspicions
they might have been recruited by
the enemy to penetrate the CCP.
Intelligence cadres who had oper-

The aim of such history was less to establish and explore facts
than to inculcate and reinforce loyalty to the CCP.

ated as case officers or deep penetrations of Kuomintang and Japanese
establishments were particularly
exposed: to support their operations,
many had publicly adopted at best
neutral and at worst stridently proKuomintang or pro-Japanese cover
identities. Operating separately from
local underground CCP branches,
they had worked for a single superior cadre fully aware of their circumstances and intelligence product,
but the use of aliases and the shifting fortunes of war (deaths, reassignments, enemy successes against
CCP networks, and policies requiring the destruction of sensitive documents) often broke those
connections and thus the ability of
those under suspicion to defend
themselves. 8
With war in progress, it was hardly
surprising that few resources were
allocated for the preparation of nondidactic histories of past operations
or the maintenance of archives that
might provide objective answers to

Li Kenong, the People’s Republic of China’s most senior
intelligence official from 1949 until his death in 1962.
Li’s intelligence career began in the late 1920s, when he penetrated the Kuomintang Investigation Section in
Shanghai, working as a wireless operator dealing with classified traffic. In 1946 he was appointed head of the CCP’s
Social Department (Shehui Bu), the Party’s combined intelligence and counterespionage organ. (Above right: The
Social Department office in Beijing in 1949.)
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questions about the loyalty of individual intelligence cadres. As anecdotally-based accusations and
counteraccusations about past casework flew back and forth at the
height of the 1943 campaigns, hundreds of intelligence and security
cadres were targeted for interrogation in Yan’an and other CCP base
area headquarters about their possibly dubious links with the Kuomintang and Japanese.
The application of relay interrogation, sleep deprivation, physical torture, and peer pressure techniques
produced countless false confessions, including, bizarrely, some from
schoolchildren who admitted that
they were enemy secret agents. Fortunately for the CCP, these excesses
were recognized relatively quickly,
and the vast majority of those
accused of treachery were officially
cleared by the time the Seventh CCP
Congress met in spring 1945. 9
Nonetheless, although intelligence
operations in the field continued—it
would have been impractical to
withdraw cadres operating under
deep cover in denied areas for questioning at headquarters—the suspicions of some accusers and the
vulnerability of the accused to
absent or distorted history lingered
and led to a series of high-profile
purges of the intelligence and security apparatus in the first five years
of the PRC.
• Chen Bo (a.k.a. Bo Lu), once lionized by Mao as the “Sherlock Holmes of Yan’an” for his able
counterespionage investigation
work, was dismissed from his post
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These purges had all been triggered by professional disagreements about counterintelligence policy and fundamental differences of approach.
as director of the Guangdong Public Security Department in 1950,
accused of having been an SIS and
Kuomintang agent, and imprisoned for more than 20 years. 10
• Yang Fan, who had collated the
intelligence reporting that did
much to facilitate the relatively
peaceful takeover of Shanghai in
May 1949 and who later ran the
city’s counterintelligence operations with considerable flair, was
removed as director of the Shanghai Public Security Bureau (PSB)
in 1951 and imprisoned in 1955
for being a Kuomintang agent. He
was not released from custody
until 1978. 11
• Pan Hannian, a former deputy
chief of the CCP’s intelligence service who had run operations
against the Kuomintang in the dark
days of the early 1930s and later
against the Japanese in World War
II, was arrested in 1955. He was
charged with having been a spy for
the Kuomintang and Japan, and he
died in custody in 1977. He was
the headline victim of an intelligence purge in which 800–1,000
cadres received compulsory job
transfers, demotions, or lengthy
prison sentences, some committing suicide to avoid
interrogation. 12
These purges had all been triggered by professional disagreements
about counterintelligence policy and
fundamental differences of approach
between those with solid, hands-on
experience with wartime intelligence in denied areas, and others
who had either sat out most of the
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civil and Sino-Japanese wars at
intelligence headquarters in Yan’an
or concentrated on security rather
than intelligence gathering. As the
disagreements escalated into purges,
the grave reservations of senior judicial officials about the evidential
basis of the cases against Chen,
Yang, Pan, and their colleagues were
suppressed, and Li Kenong found
there was little he could do to protect the intelligence apparatus from
the damage the purges were causing
to reputations and operations. 13
The essential problem was that the
purges had been initiated or
endorsed by Mao and executed slavishly by a minister of public security with limited pre-1949
experience with intelligence work.
Mao’s formal position, quasi-godlike status, and constructed reputation for infallibility were such that
no one was willing or able to challenge his assessments, either directly
on the basis of limited archival
records, or indirectly by the writing
of accurate formal intelligence history. The task of those mining
archives was less to produce objective history or to fairly assess the
merits of accusations against individual purge targets than to extract
material that supported the Chairman’s views or perceptions of them.
In short, by the mid-1950s, intelligence archives and history—still out
of the public gaze—had become
weapons and mediums of purges
rather than vehicles of truth and
scholarly resources.
The political abuse of intelligence
history reached unprecedented

heights during the Cultural Revolution (1966–76). Virtually every
senior cadre who fell was accused of
being a “renegade and traitor,” particularly if their pre-1949 careers
had involved contact with Kuomintang, Japanese, or collaborationist
officials. Intelligence and security
cadres were particularly vulnerable
to charges that they consorted with
the enemy when acting as case officers, penetrations, or runners of double-agent cases that had involved
passing genuine intelligence to the
other side.
Chaos mounted, and in March
1967, the Investigation Department
of the CCP Central Committee
(ID/CCP, then China’s civilian intelligence service) was placed under
military control. It was absorbed by
the military intelligence service two
years later. ID/CCP secretary-general and de facto chief, Zou Dapeng
committed suicide with his wife
(herself a senior intelligence cadre)
in April 1967 rather than face the
kind of interrogation he had endured
during the 1943 counterespionage
campaign about his participation in
operations in northeast China. 14
Ironically, the history-based assault
against the ID/CCP’s leadership was
led by Kang Sheng, who had headed
the Party’s intelligence and security
apparatus between 1939 and 1946,
only to be relieved of that command
and stripped of other key posts once
Mao and his senior colleagues realized the damage Kang had done to
party unity with his overzealous
direction of the 1943 campaigns. 15
In Shanghai—a key center of the
CCP’s wartime intelligence offensive against the Kuomintang and
Japanese and a major attack base for
operations against western targets
after 1949—over 1,000 PSB cadres
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were placed in custody and 147 murdered during investigations of their
past conduct. The principal allegations against them were that they
had conspired to conceal key issues
and protect the guilty during the earlier Yang Fan and Pan Hannian
purges or that they had abused their
access to pre-1949 police archives to
assemble a “black intelligence dossier” on the conduct of Mao’s wife,
Jiang Qing, during her time in Kuomintang custody in 1934. Perhaps
most bizarrely, it was claimed that
history proved the PSB cadres were
guilty of subverting Shanghai’s post1949 counterespionage defenses in
the interests of the so-called “Japanese Special Service Clique,” the
“Collaborationist Police Bureau
Underground Party,” the “Soviet
Revisionist Special Service Group,”
and/or the “Shielding the Hidden
US-Chiang Kai-shek Organization
Group.”
Once again, distortion of the slim
historical record and the retrospective imposition of current political
values onto past intelligence conduct was the order of the day. Intelligence archives and the few in-house
histories that had been researched
and written after 1949 were ransacked for evidence to “prove” ahistorical allegations of past treachery
against those already condemned
and to identify their former associates. Politically embarrassing material about the leaders of the Cultural
Revolution was destroyed. 16

Hesitation, Rehabilitation,
Hesitation Again
Between Mao’s death in September 1976 and a critical meeting of

a

Between Mao’s death in September 1976 and…late 1978, Chinese intelligence history remained in limbo, a reflection of the
fact that there were much greater issues on the CCP Politburo
agenda.
the CCP elite in late 1978, Chinese
intelligence history remained in
limbo, a reflection of the fact that
there were much greater issues on
the CCP Politburo agenda. Contrary
to tabloid histories of Chinese politics in this period, there was no life
and death struggle for the future of
China between neo-Maoists led by
Mao’s successor, Hua Guofeng, and
pragmatic reformers led by Deng
Xiaoping. It was agreed that the Cultural Revolution had been a bad
thing, originating from Mao’s misperceptions of his colleagues’ intentions and developing into an all-out
civil war with dire political, economic, and social consequences.
However, the fact that the bulk of
the CCP membership had joined the
party or risen in it by demonstrating
fealty to Cultural Revolution policies argued against its immediate
official negation. Instead, during
1976–78, the CCP leadership developed an uncomfortable rationale
whereby some principles of the Cultural Revolution were defended and
said to be of continuing relevance,
while its negative features were
attributed exclusively to the “Gang
of Four” and their followers. a
Mao’s infallibility was left publicly unquestioned for the time being
for fear that to do otherwise might
delegitimize the CCP; his position
was protected by the claim that he
had recognized the errors of the Cultural Revolution, criticized the
“Gang of Four,” and would have

completed his moves against them
had illness and death not
intervened. 17 Thus Mao’s involvement in the intelligence purges of the
1950s and the consequent attacks on
senior intelligence cadres during the
Cultural Revolution were left uncriticized, at least for the time being. Not
surprisingly, the rehabilitation of
intelligence purge victims proceeded
at an extremely slow pace.
However, that situation changed
significantly after unforeseen developments at a CCP leadership conference convened in late 1978 to
address pressing economic policy
issues. In the present context, the
most significant intervention at the
conference was that of Chen Yun,
head of the CCP’s intelligence and
security service from 1931 to 1933.
A senior CCP Politburo member
prior to the Cultural Revolution,
Chen had earlier been discreetly
exploiting his unquestionably high
revolutionary status to improve the
living conditions of former intelligence comrades and their dependents who had suffered during the
Cultural Revolution.
Following the lead of others who
had intervened to set aside the conference’s economic agenda in favor
of discussing political issues, Chen
dramatically called for the ashes of
former Minister of Defense Peng
Dehuai to be reinterred with honor
in Beijing’s hallowed Babaoshan
Revolutionaries’ Cemetery. Chen
also demanded that the “extremely

Mao’s wife, Jiang Qing, and the Shanghai CCP officials Wang Hongwen, Yao Wenyuan, and Zhang Chunqiao.
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Chinese intelligence historiography thus became inextricably
bound up with the complex process of rehabilitating cadres
who had been purged in earlier years.
grave” errors of Kang Sheng during
the Cultural Revolution be criticized.

Committee in 1981 to have the case
reviewed. 19

Chen’s intervention was highly
significant on two counts. First, it
amounted to a criticism of Mao’s
behavior preceding the Cultural
Revolution (the Chairman had
ordered Peng Dehuai dismissed in
1959), and second, it was Kang who
had launched the Cultural Revolution attack on the operational records
and loyalty of the ID/CCP leadership. It followed from Chen’s
remarks that official intelligence history was no longer to be set in Maoist stone: if the Chairman had made
a grave error in his treatment of
Peng, he and his acolytes might have
been equally wrong in their assessments of senior intelligence and
security cadres purged before the
Cultural Revolution, as Peng had
been. Similarly, if Kang Sheng’s
Cultural Revolution critique of
ID/CCP’s leaders such as Zou Dapeng was incorrect, it followed that
the official narrative of pre- and
post-1949 intelligence history generated during the Cultural Revolution
was in urgent need of revision. 18

In other instances, relatives of the
fallen submitted petitions to individual CCP leaders and Central Committee organs. Many of these
petitions were for individuals who
were either dead or languishing in
labor camps; the extended personal
lobbying and petitioning of senior
Party officials by Yang Fan’s wife to
enlist support for his release from a
Hubei labor camp is a classic
example. 20

Chinese intelligence historiography thus became inextricably bound
up with the complex process of rehabilitating cadres who had been
purged in earlier years. In some
instances, the initiative for rehabilitation came from above, as individual senior CCP leaders placed cases
for fallen intelligence heroes onto
official agendas. Chen Yun, after a
careful personal examination of the
historical basis for Pan Hannian’s
purge in 1955, submitted a written
request to the Politburo Standing

36

Former intelligence cadres who
had been rusticated to the provinces
after enduring imprisonment in jails
or labor camps journeyed to Beijing
to seek the support of colleagues
who had survived the Cultural Revolution and attained high office. Thus,
Hua Kezhi, a key operative in the

CCP’s wartime South China intelligence station, petitioned former
ID/CCP deputy chief Lian Guan and
Liao Chengzhi (a Central Committee member soon to join the CCP
Politburo), both of whom had been
aware of his role in operations based
in Hong Kong and Shanghai during
the 1940s. Similarly, Yun Yiqun, a
journalist who had spied for the CCP
inside the Japanese and collaborationist establishment in wartime
Shanghai, used old press connections to win an audience with Politburo member Hu Yaobang to present
his case for rehabilitation. 21
Decisions to rehabilitate fallen
intelligence cadres were not made
simply on the basis of high-level
recommendations or party fiat.
Instead, each appeal was subject to a
“cold-case” review, involving extensive trawling through archival material and interviews with surviving
colleagues to establish whether or
not the original purge was supported by the available historical
evidence. The findings were then

Babaoshan Revolutionaries’ Cemetery in Beijing.
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considered at a senior level by the
intelligence and security agencies,
and by the CCP Central Committee
Organization (i.e., personnel)
Department and its provincial
branches before recommendations
for rehabilitation were submitted to
the relevant superior CCP body. 22
Some rehabilitations took place
relatively quickly—Yan Baohang, a
major wartime penetration agent
who died in prison in 1968, was formally rehabilitated in January 1978,
and the deceased Zou Dapeng was
cleared of all charges in February
1979. However, for the majority of
purged intelligence cadres, the rehabilitation process was long and occasionally contentious.
The first to benefit from rehabilitation were those who had survived
the Chinese gulag after their purges
in the Cultural Revolution; the cases
of those who had been purged earlier or were dead were assigned a
lower priority since scarce investigative resources were as much in
demand to investigate those responsible for the excesses of the Cultural
Revolution as the brutal treatment of
its victims. The cases of those whose
purges had been based on a specific
directive from Mao or interpretation
of his indirect musings (e.g., Pan
Hannian and Yang Fan) could not be
addressed properly (or safely) until
the CCP Central Committee passed
a resolution in June 1981 publicly
acknowledging that the Chairman
had made several profound errors of
judgment in the years after 1949.
Turf battles between different components of the CCP machine complicated access to historic archives for
the case reviewers.
As rehabilitations began to gather
momentum in the early 1980s, they

Countless solemn memorial meetings honored the dead. Herein lay the roots of the emergence of public intelligence history
in the PRC.
culminated in the reappearance of
once-purged intelligence cadres in
their former units or alternative preretirement comfort posts. Countless
solemn memorial meetings honored
the dead. Herein lay the roots of the
emergence of public intelligence history in the PRC. The intermediate
products of the rehabilitation process for the living and the dead alike
were nonpublic circular documents
rescinding earlier Party and court
verdicts. For the dead, formal
memorial ceremony eulogies delivered by senior Party or state cadres
were duly reported in the press. Circulars and eulogies were closely
based on the historical record as
established during the case review
process, and it was these, together
with memoirs by past associates of
the deceased, which constituted the
initial raw material for public intelligence history in the 1980s.
In parallel, intelligence history was
beginning to acquire a solid research
and vetting infrastructure. A Party
History Research Office (Dangshi
Yanjiu Shi) directly subordinate to
the CCP Central Committee was
established to set priorities for scholarly research in universities, the
Academy of Social Science, and the
elite Party School system, working
through the Party History Research
Society (Dangshi Yanjiu Hui) which
held its inaugural meeting in mid1980. Discussions began about
improving researchers’ access to
archives held by the intelligence and
security services, leading to some
case files being transferred to relatively open-access civilian provincial-level archives.
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In 1983, the Ministry of State
Security (MSS) was established and
assumed the functions of the
ID/CCP—as well as the counterespionage functions of the Ministry of
Public Security. The MSS set up a
small headquarters group to stimulate the production of public and
classified intelligence histories. This
group eventually became the MSS’s
Intelligence History Research Division (Qingbao Shi Yanjiu Chu), publishing material under its own name
and playing a custodial and prepublication vetting role comparable with
that of CIA’s Historical Collections
Division and the Publications
Review Board.
Intelligence history publications in
the 1980s were mainly cradle-to-crematorium biographical studies of
deceased intelligence cadres. Dominant themes in the prefaces of such
works were China’s moral obligation to honor the contribution of
fallen intelligence heroes to the success of the communist revolution;
the country’s need to atone for their
physical suffering during the Cultural Revolution; and/or the detailing of their experience as an
inspiration to those following in
their professional footsteps.
So far, so predictable, but an additional motive behind the MSS’s initial support for intelligence
publications was the hope that intelligence history would help the new
ministry establish its reputation with
post-Mao leaders who had relatively
little direct personal experience with
intelligence work, thus improving
the chances of the MSS gaining
access to diplomatic cover slots
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All publications about intelligence were to be subject to strict
Party leadership (i.e., censorship) to prevent unauthorized disclosure of details regarding organization, personnel, sources,
and methods.
abroad and enjoying decent treatment in annual and quinquennial
manpower-allocation and budgetsetting exercises. More broadly, it
was anticipated that public intelligence history and associated discussion of intelligence and security
issues would help raise awareness of
espionage and subversion threats to
the PRC and provide a sympathetic
operational environment for those
professionally responsible for countering them. a
However, public intelligence history was almost stillborn. In July
1980, veteran journalist Mu Xin
published a short book about the
activities of Chen Geng during his
time as director of CCP Special Service Section (SSS) intelligence and
counterintelligence operations in
Shanghai between 1928 and 1931.
Based on interviews with Chen (who
had died in 1961) and his surviving
colleagues, the book was classified
for “internal circulation” (neibu faxing), i.e., for PRC readers only. Over
73,000 copies of the book were
printed (a relatively large print-run
for the times). Readers were provided a sober and detail-rich account
of the operations Chen had led
against hostile security agencies and
of the SSS’s bloody reprisals against
CCP defectors and key Kuomintang
security personnel, all brought to a
shuddering halt when SSS chief Gu
Shunzhang defected to the Kuomintang in April 1931. 23

a

Though Mu Xin’s book proved to be
hugely popular with its readership,
reactions in the upper levels of the
CCP and intelligence services were
mixed. For some, public intelligence
history was an indispensable moral
and political component of the rehabilitation process, which honored the
deceased and fallen and served the
interests of the services. Others took a
contrary view, arguing as their predecessors had in the early 1950s, that
public intelligence history should not
be encouraged lest it expose sources
and methods still in use.
In the short term, this contradiction was resolved by classified circulars issued by the Central Committee
General Office and Propaganda
Department in 1982. These stated
that although intelligence work had
been an integral component of the
Chinese revolution and was a worthy subject for historical research, all
publications about it were to be subject to strict Party leadership (i.e.,
censorship) to prevent unauthorized
disclosure of details regarding organization, personnel, sources, and
methods. “Inappropriate” leaks in
the past had produced “unhealthy”
consequences at home and abroad. 24
As a result, later publications rich
in detail were given a higher classification or were edited to remove any
discussion of sources and methods
deemed to have contemporary operational relevance. Access to intelligence archives was to be controlled

as before: possible if researchers
were past or serving members of the
intelligence community, but difficult to negotiate for academics who
were not. Soon afterwards, Chinese
People’s University Professor Hu
Hua, the then doyen of CCP academic historians, commented in a
major Party history journal that:
Some secret Party incidents
cannot be written about for
the time being…we can avoid
these issues and not write
about them [but] pushing
them to one side certainly
doesn’t mean that the facts do
not exist—it just means that
they can’t be written down for
the time being. For example,
at present we can only refer
in vague terms to the individuals who took part in the
struggles of the SSS and to
the secrets of the underground struggle—but we can’t
serve it up on a plate or write
it all down. Perhaps some of
these affairs can be written
about by the next
generation. 25

Creating Public Intelligence
History: the Example of Pan
Hannian
The production of intelligence history thus proceeded to edge in from
the cold, subject to the limits set out
in the Central Committee circulars.
The posthumous, post-rehabilitation
reconstruction of Pan Hannian’s reputation provides a classic example of
the process. After an 18-month
investigation of the case, a classified CCP Central Committee Notice

The latter factor was the explicit raison d’être for launching the MSS’s monthly house-journal Guojia Anquan Tongxun [State Security Bulletin].
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was issued in August 1982 that set
out and reassessed the three major
charges on which Pan had been
found guilty at a secret trial in 1963,
eight years after Mao had ordered
his detention.
Examination of contemporary documents and telegrams had proved
that rather than being recruited by
the Kuomintang and subsequently
betraying the CCP during secret
united front negotiations in Moscow
and Nanjing in 1936, he had adhered
throughout to the CCP’s negotiating
position. Second, during the SinoJapanese War, he had met frequently with a senior Japanese intelligence officer and collaborationist
officials, but these meetings had
been approved in advance by CCP
headquarters, had been reported
fully by Pan and had produced wellreceived, strategically important
intelligence.
Thirdly, Pan had overseen postwar
counterintelligence operations in
Shanghai that had deployed pre1949 defectors from the Kuomintang as double agents, and he had
directed deception operations with

Pan Hannian, ca. 1950s.

By the end of the 1980s, Pan had been the subject of two unrestricted book-length biographies.
captured Kuomintang agent radios to
identify enemy intelligence requirements, incoming personnel, and
modus operandi. These operations
had required the provision of genuine intelligence to the enemy, but
none of it had directly assisted the
Kuomintang’s damaging aerial
bombing raids against Shanghai in
the early 1950s, and many hostile
espionage and subversion circuits
had been broken.
Pan had erred by waiting until
1955 to report an unscheduled 1943
meeting with collaborationist government chief Wang Jingwei, but
that had been a mistake rather than
an act of treason. It followed that
Pan’s detention in 1955, his trial on
espionage charges in 1963, and the
barbaric treatment he had suffered in
prison and labor camp had been
completely unjustified: Pan had been
a hero of the underground intelligence war of the Chinese revolution, not one of its biggest traitors. 26
Like similar rehabilitation documents, the notice was classified for
distribution exclusively within the
CCP down to the level of county
Party branches. For those intent on
ensuring Pan’s place in CCP intelligence history, the next step was to
convert the classified text into public history. The first move was made
by Politburo member Chen Yun,
who directed one of Pan’s former
intelligence colleagues to write a
memorial article that was published
in November 1982 in the national
Party organ Renmin Ribao [People’s
Daily]. In the next month, a
restricted Shanghai journal published a Pan photo-feature and no
fewer than 17 articles by his former
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colleagues. Such was the demand for
copies that a second print-run was
commissioned in January 1983.
Even that proved inadequate to meet
public demand, prompting the publication of two unrestricted collections of articles about Pan in 1984
and 1985. 27
By the end of the 1980s, Pan had
been the subject of two unrestricted
book-length biographies: one written by a veteran associate from the
pre-1949 Shanghai underground, 28
the other the product of four years of
research by a young postgraduate
whose interest had been piqued by
the August 1982 Central Committee
Notice. As a junior civilian cadre, he
had been unable to access official
intelligence archives, but—backed
by senior members of a Shanghai
CCP Committee group working on
the post-rehabilitation welfare of
those once jailed for being members
of the alleged “Pan Hannian Counter-Revolutionary Clique”—he was
able to interview several of Pan’s
relatives and former intelligence
colleagues. 29
In the final shot of the opening
salvo of intelligence history publications about Pan, in 1991 the Ministry of Public Security (MPS)
published a qualitatively superior
biography by an MPS cadre with
formal access to intelligence
archives. For the first time, accounts
of past operations were presented in
fine detail. No attempt was made to
conceal the fact that intelligence-led
assassination operations were as
much a feature of the CCP intelligence service’s early years as the
gathering of secret information
about Kuomintang political and mil-
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By the time the centenary of Pan’s birth in 2006, he had been
the subject of almost 20 book-length studies, countless articles, and a TV serial dramatization of his life.

itary intentions. The targeting,
recruitment, and running of human
sources was presented not in simplistic terms but as a complex process often involving necessary
contact with those whose profiles
were anything but pro-CCP.
Fair regard was given to the difficulties of intelligence cadres operating alone in the field, and
descriptions of operations were
linked explicitly to the CCP’s intelligence requirements and to the product that had flowed from them. Most
significantly, the book addressed,
albeit obliquely, the role of senior
CCP officials from Mao downwards
who had criticized Pan’s leadership
of intelligence operations and his
occasionally undisciplined responses
to political issues of the day. 30
Nonetheless, the door to public
intelligence history was only partly
open: rather than being available for
open sale to Chinese and foreign
readers alike, the book was classified for distribution to political-legal
cadres only and printed in limited
numbers. After four years of serial
plagiarism, edited, unrestricted versions of the book and its intelligence chapters were published
separately in 1996, and, by the time
the centenary of Pan’s birth was
commemorated in 2006, he had been
the subject of almost 20 book-length
studies, countless articles, and a TV
serial dramatization of his life.
As statues in Pan’s honor were
unveiled in Shanghai and his home
county, and schools were renamed in
his memory, all that was lacking was
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the production of a Felix Dzerzhinsky/Richard Sorge-style postage
stamp to celebrate his contribution to
CCP intelligence. And as Pan’s rehabilitation and record became public,
so the rehabilitation of his former
intelligence colleagues and the
agents he had run followed, sparking
a secondary wave of public historical studies of their careers and those
of other intelligence giants who had
fought on the “hidden front.” 31

Intelligence Histories, 21st
Century-Style
Intelligence history sells well in
China. Most weekly TV schedules
include at least one documentary or
racy drama on the subject, and popular interest has sparked a deluge of
“noodle-stall” accounts comparable
to the wave of ill-sourced “airportbookstall” versions of US and UK
intelligence history—written by
journalists and parahistorians—that
emerged in the 1970s and shows no
signs of abating. 32
These and the often sensationalist
blogs of Chinese cyberspace offer
little to serious scholars (Chinese or
western), who can turn more confidently and easily to a wide range of
scholarly books, journals, and institutional websites for biographies,
memoirs, operational case studies,
reference aids, and reproductions of
archival documents that have
emerged over the last 30 years.
Recent suggestions that China has
never contributed to the literature of
intelligence and that “there is no tradition of retirees publishing their
memoirs, of senior officers recalling

their triumphs…or of government
agencies declassifying documents
and making archival material available to historians” are patently
incorrect. 33
As indicated above, the products of
rigorous research and the recording
of oral intelligence history are protected by a formal system intended
to ensure that sources and methods
are shielded and that publications
conform with official assessments of
past and current political norms. At
the lowest level, publications are
classified for open sale to all or for
sale only to PRC nationals. Above
that level, publications are restricted
for circulation only to those working in the political-legal occupational sector (xitong), a low-level
classification very roughly equivalent to those held by people working
inside the Beltway or the Westminster Village.
At the next highest level, publications are available only to employees of the agency concerned and to
favored historians. In this category,
books and periodicals sometimes
appear without colophons and are
overstamped with markings indicating that they must be kept in safe
custody at all times and not be copied, passed to others, or cited in
unrestricted publications. Fortunately, open distribution publications far outnumber the other
varieties. 34
Most obviously, there is much in
current PRC intelligence history for
students of the dynamics of the Chinese revolution, the early years of
the PRC, and the ways in which
intelligence practice reflected and
contributed to the differences within
the CCP leadership about how to
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achieve regime goals. In addition,
Chinese intelligence historians have
thrown much fresh light on hitherto
vague or unknown aspects of international intelligence history. Examples abound.
• It is now possible to chart Richard
Sorge’s recruitment and deployment of Chinese nationals during
his Shanghai posting, thanks to a
memoir by his principal Chinese
assistant.
• The obscure circumstances of the
arrest of the GRU’s Maxim Rivosh
(a.k.a. Joseph Walden) in 1935 and
the damage that resulted are now
explained.
• A significant addition to the history of World War II has emerged
in biographical studies of Pan
Hannian and Yan Baohang, a
Chongqing-based penetration
agent, who together obtained predictive human intelligence about
BARBAROSSA and Japan’s
Pacific intentions; the information
was passed to the Kremlin,
prompting a letter of thanks at the
time and posthumous awards to
Yan and members of his network
by Russia’s ambassador to China
in 1995.
• Histories of the so-called US
“intelligence failure” that preceded the attack on Pearl Harbor
must now incorporate findings that
the Kuomintang SIGINT effort
had decrypted enciphered Japanese messages indicating the likelihood of the attack and that those
details were passed to the United
States by the Nationalist defense
attaché in Washington on Chiang
Kai-shek’s direct orders. Furthermore, it seems possible that a CCP
penetration in the Kuomintang

There is much in current PRC intelligence history for students
of the dynamics of the Chinese revolution, the early years of
the PRC, and the ways in which intelligence practice reflected
and contributed to the differences within the CCP.
SIGINT unit passed the Japanese
take onward for transmission via
CCP headquarters to the
Kremlin. 35
• Histories of CCP underground and
intelligence activities in the postwar years suggest that the US Military Advisory Group was
penetrated by no less than seven
locally-engaged staff who were
secret CCP members (a profile
reminiscent of that of the infamous Larry Wu-tai Chin).
• The liaison between US Ambassador John Leighton Stuart and the
CCP during the abortive postwar
CCP-Kuomintang mediation effort
was not merely one of his former
Yanjing University students—he
was also a CCP intelligence cadre
who had worked for the GRU in
China for 15 years.
• A biography of a former Shanghai
PSB deputy bureau chief provides
much collateral for overt contemporary reporting about the Hugh
Redmond case and the neutralization of External Survey Detachment 44, CIA, SIS, and
Kuomintang intelligence casework in early 1950s China, providing names of hostile agents and
case officers, and describing how
they were detected and the product of their interrogations.
Nonetheless, there are problems
for producers and readers alike in
current PRC intelligence history
practice. PRC intelligence historians
of any worth find themselves plagiarized in print or their findings
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extracted without attribution on
Internet sites. Sometimes, as indicated above, they are unable to cite
the source documents for their findings, and when the product of their
research is pirated and represented
as original, it can easily be misread
as substantiation by readers new to
the field. The Chinese legal system
offers little protection against plagiarism, and intelligence historians who
challenge official Party verdicts
have been threatened with legal
action for defamation by the descendants of their subjects.
Another problem arises from the
operational codes of wartime intelligence work and the oral origins of
much recently published intelligence history. The reporting delivered by intelligence cadres working
in the wartime field often existed
only in oral form until it was relatively high up the communications
chain to headquarters. Clandestine
radio facilities destroyed tasking
documents and intelligence reports
once they had been received or
transmitted. As discussed above, the
collection of archival material and,
especially, oral history was disrupted severely by the intelligence
purges of the 1950s and the Cultural
Revolution.
Consequently, much of the raw
material of CCP intelligence history
generated in the last three decades is
in the form of transcripts of oral
reminiscences by veteran intelligence cadres. Inescapably, they are
elderly men and women, sometimes
with faded or distorted memories.
Some were held in solitary confine-
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The pride of some intelligence veterans in recounting their experiences and at last receiving recognition is manifest in many
memoirs, but others have refused to confide anything.

ment, especially during the Cultural
Revolution, for so long that they lost
the power of speech. Others could
not recognize even their immediate
families or had developed various
psychoses from which recovery was
incomplete.
The pride of some intelligence veterans in recounting their experiences and at last receiving
recognition is manifest in many
memoirs, but others have refused to
confide anything about their past
work to historians or even close
family members on the grounds that
what was once secret should always
remain so. Some have declined to
meet MSS or MPS researchers
because they want nothing more to
do with a system that treated them so
badly. And it goes without saying
that some have an agenda of selfjustification or aggrandizement.
Thus, as Philip Davies argued in
2000, no single source, orally-based
or not, should be considered definitive: triangulation is as necessary a
component of intelligence research
and reading in the Chinese context
as in any other. 36
An additional problem, familiar to
historians of western or Warsaw Pact
intelligence and security services, is
the difficulty of gaining access to
official intelligence archives. Compared to the sheer volume of archival material now available in the
United States, PRC intelligence
archives are relatively small, for the
historical reasons considered above.
Recent works demonstrate that
established professors and postgraduate students working in academia
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have more difficulty gaining archival access than do cadre historians
employed by “the relevant departments” (youguan bumen), i.e., the
intelligence services themselves. 37
Like their western counterparts,
the Chinese intelligence services are
able to invoke legislation to defend
nondisclosure—specifically, the
2010 PRC Protection of State
Secrets Law and the State Archives
Law of 1996. The latter provides
that archives involving “security or
vital interests” or other “unsuitable”
topics are exempt from a general
provision that makes PRC archives
accessible after 30 years. In this
way, historic “sources and methods”
still considered to be relevant are
protected in the same way as in the
West. 38
The control system is imperfect,
however, and some archives, particularly those related to domestic
security operations, have been discovered and put to excellent analytical use by foreign scholars. 39 And
Chinese scholars do benefit from relatively free access to reproductions
by the MSS and MPS of historic
archive material, collections of veterans’ memoirs, and draft histories
that are judged not yet fit for open
circulation or purchase by the man
in the street (or by the foreign
researcher). Thus, while the MSS’s
monthly Guojia Anquan Tongxun
[State Security Bulletin] carried little historical material prior to its
recent closure, both the MPS and
MSS have produced solid serial collections and draft histories of great
value to researchers, their efforts

replicated at the provincial level by
organs of both ministries. 40
High office provides no exemption from constraints in public intelligence history writing. In a recent
example, former Minister of Public
Security Liu Fuzhi published a
memoir in 2010 containing a great
deal of hitherto unknown detail
about security/counterespionage
operations during the years of revolution prior to 1949, his activities as
a senior MPS cadre in subsequent
years, and his treatment in custody
during the Cultural Revolution.
However, Liu’s memoir makes no
mention of the purges that rocked
the security elite in the 1950s or of
his role in drafting policy papers
which, once approved by the CCP
Politburo, led to the creation of the
MSS almost 30 years ago. 41
Detailed discussions of the CCP’s
intelligence failures and the
undoubted success of the Kuomintang intelligence and security services in penetrating the CCP are
extremely hard to find. Much is
made of the treachery of those (such
as Gu Shunzhang) who willingly
allowed themselves to be debriefed
after being captured by the Kuomintang, or who defected to join the
Kuomintang. Absent, however, are
accounts of defections in-place by
CCP intelligence cadres or details of
the Kuomintang’s successful counterintelligence operations against the
CCP and its intelligence services,
even though it beggars belief that the
Kuomintang was no less energetic in
its efforts than the CCP, if not as
successful.
Ultimately, the most intrusive and
powerful constraints on public intelligence history in China relate to cur-
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rent political sensitivities. Historians
may not, under any circumstances,
challenge the principle that CCP
leadership was a necessary condition
for the intelligence successes of the
past. Nor may they address the issues
about Chinese intelligence methods
raised by western studies of the (now
relatively dated) Larry Chin and Bernard Boursicot cases, let alone cases
that have not yet moved from current affairs to researchable history.
Indeed, apart from some limited coverage of PRC intelligence operations
in Taiwan and Hong Kong in the
1950s, there is virtually nothing to be
found in openly accessible material
about PRC intelligence operations
outside China since 1949. a 42
Some publications are driven
explicitly by CCP leadership concerns about the ideological state of
China’s youth. Thus, a collection of
biographies of heroes of the pre1949 Shanghai underground was
published in December 1989, with
the hortatory aim of providing
“patriotic education” material in the
wake of the “counterrevolutionary
turmoil” that had taken place in
Tiananmen Square earlier in the
year. Similarly, a study of Pan Hannian’s intelligence career was published in 1996 after a senior CCP
leader had decried the tendency of
China’s consumerist youth to identify more with the gangsters and riffraff of China’s pre-1949 past than
with revolutionary intelligence
heroes such as Pan. 43
Firm political ground rules also
apply to discussion of former intelligence cadres currently esteemed or
excoriated in official CCP historiog-

Ultimately, the most intrusive and powerful constraints on public intelligence history in China relate to current political sensitivities.
raphy. For example, it is perfectly
proper (and accurate) to chronicle
party saint Zhou Enlai’s major role in
the foundation of the CCP’s intelligence services and his direction of
their activity on many occasions during his working life. However, official accounts do not discuss his
failures in judgment during the period
immediately prior to SSS chief Gu
Shunzhang’s defection in 1931, or his
explicit endorsement of the false
charges against Pan Hannian and
Yang Fan at a national public security conference in February 1971.
Historiography surrounding Kang
Sheng—an SSS section chief from
1931 to 1933 and intelligence/security service director from 1939 to
1946—illustrates the converse case.
Expelled posthumously from the
CCP in 1980 for his persecution of
cadres during the Cultural Revolution, he may currently only be
described as something approaching
the devil incarnate for his conduct in
the Cultural Revolution and the
1943 counterespionage campaign.
Though memoir material and histories have added several others to the
list of those responsible for past persecutions of intelligence cadres, seldom indeed is there discussion of
Kang’s close relationship with Mao,
analysis of Kang’s seemingly exemplary conduct as a co-organizer of
assassinations in the early 1930s, or
his subsequent role directing the creation and operations of the CCP’s
intelligence apparatus during the
Sino-Japanese War. 44

Institutional pride and a determination not to besmirch the reputation
of deceased heroes also apparently
account for the treatment of ex-Minister of Public Security Luo Ruiqing
and other senior MPS officials in
recently published intelligence histories. In Luo’s case, since his 1978
death, he has entered the pantheon of
CCP heroes, rightly acknowledged
as one of the Cultural Revolution’s
principal elite victims (a failed suicide attempt in 1966 left him crippled for life). Serving as PLA chief
of general staff at the time of his
death, Luo is remembered as having
supported Deng Xiaoping’s return to
office in 1977, for backing subsequent proposals for military reforms,
and for lending critical PLA media
support to the 1978 campaign to
establish the principle that CCP policies should be formulated according
to facts rather than dogma.
However, neither in a hagiographic MPS-published biography,
nor in a substantial work published
by one of China’s major biographical publishing houses is there any
mention of Luo Ruiqing’s active role
as Minister of Public Security in
purging Chen Bo, Yang Fan, and
Pan Hannian. They, too, have been
rehabilitated and declared heroes of
the intelligence wars but are apparently considered of lesser status,
their fates an embarrassment to the
Luo legacy. 45
Similar ahistorical airbrushing is
evident in the treatment of Xu Jian-

a Note the similarity between PRC and UK practice: the official history of SIS by Keith Jeffery published in 2010 to mark the service’s centenary has a cut-off
date of 1949.
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Certainly, the volume and quality of publications now available
to Chinese-reading Western researchers demands attention
and can no longer be overlooked.
Conclusion
guo and Huang Chibo, appointed in
1952–53 on Mao’s orders to serve as
director and deputy director, respectively, of the Shanghai PSB and to
eradicate the damage done to the
bureau’s counterintelligence program by an allegedly malevolent
Yang Fan, working on behalf of the
Kuomintang. Both Xu and Huang
are now honored as intelligence and
security heroes who suffered in the
Cultural Revolution, and while the
contemporary record leaves no
doubt that both were vociferous critics of Yang’s counterintelligence
operations, that record is omitted
from their official biographies. 46

At present, there is no comprehensive scholarly history of the Chinese
communist intelligence services
available, either in Chinese or in
English. Chinese intelligence historians freely admit that they still have
some way to go before they are able
to complete microstudies of particular pre-1949 operations and write
individual biographies that would
allow CCP intelligence history to be
incorporated accurately into histories of CCP leadership decisionmaking. However, work is well
underway on building intelligence
into the bigger picture of CCP urban
underground work (and the military
campaigns of the revolutionary
years) and setting it into a theoretical framework. 47

Inevitably, some historic intelligence research material remains
classified (particularly that related to
post-1949 operations), but current
Chinese practice is more congruent
with that of western states, following the derestriction of the 1980s
and 1990s rather than the “closed
doorism” that prevailed in China
during and immediately after the
Mao era. Certainly, the volume and
quality of publications now available to Chinese-reading western
researchers demands attention and
can no longer be overlooked. There
are pitfalls in the recently constructed past, but they are not
unavoidable. Perhaps, then, this history is now less of an orphan in the
backyard than a colleague, long lost
through no fault of his own, ready to
join the international intelligence
history community?

❖ ❖ ❖
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